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Covid-19 News


Although the 31 deaths reported today is the big news as it is the new high for death in
the country, the bigger news the ‘Exclusive’ News by Thai Enquirer which says that
 Siam BioScience may not be able to deliver the 6 million doses that it was
supposed to deliver in June
 As per the plan Siam BioScience was to deliver 6 million doses in June
and 10 million doses each month until the end of the year from July
onwards.
 Read details of this story in


https://www.thaienquirer.com/27340/major-hurdles-remain-forthailands-vaccine-drive/



The latest data shows that
 New Infection

-

1,919

 New Death

-

31

 Total Recovered today

-

1,829

 Total Recovered until today -

29,611]

 Total current infection

58,061

-




Hospitals across the county are racing to increase the capacity of the Intensive Care Unit
(ICU) as the number of cases rise.
 Ratchavithi hospital in Bangkok is extending the ICU by converting the parking
lot at the hospital to be an ICU ward.
 Ramathibodi and Vachira hospitals are also among the others who have had to
expand their ICU facilities by adding more beds
 As of yesterday there were 1,151 critical cases
 And 389 of these people are on ventilators.





Another big news is the fact that the variant B1617 (so called variant 1 st detected in India)
was found in Thailand.
 The variant was found in a Thai woman and 1 of her 3 sons who returned from
Pakistan.



The move has pushed the Ministry of Foreign Affairs also moved to suspend issuance of
certificates of entry (COE) to all foreign travellers from 3 countries, namely Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Nepal, effective from May 10.
 However, the suspension of the issuance of COEs to foreigners is temporary, says
Foreign Ministry Spokesman Thanee Saengrat.
 The ministry stressed that Thai nationals, diplomats on mission in Thailand and
their families and permanent residents traveling from these countries are still able
to return to Thailand if they so wish.



The government plans to allocate Covid-19 vaccines for people with mental disabilities
starting at the end of May. The Department of Mental Health said it initially requesting
about 10,000 doses of the vaccines from the Department of Disease Control to give to
people with intellectual disabilities and their families.



Meanwhile, more than half a million people in Bangkok are among 1.5 million Thais
across the country who have registered to receive Covid-19 vaccines, according to the
Ministry of Public Health.
 The government is planning to launch a public relations campaign to convince
more citizens, especially seniors, to book their appointment to receive Covid-19
vaccine shots as only 10 per cent of the state's target has been met.

 Ministry figures showed that 1,608,006 people have so far secured vaccination
appointments, as of yesterday. According to the Public Health Ministry's
Immunisation Centre, this accounts for only 10 per cent of 16 million people aged
60 and above and those with congenital illnesses.
 The list of places that has registered as of May 10 @ 09:00 hrs.
 Bangkok, followed by Lampang, Nonthaburi, Samut Prakarn, Chiang Mai,
Chonburi,

Songkla,

Pathum

Thani,

Nakorn

Ratchisma,

Nakorn

Srithamarat.



There has been a rising number of people who fear taking the vaccines and this is evident
from the fact that out of the 16 million people eligible to register from May 1, only 1.6
million have so far registered. Out of this 16 million 11.7 million are above 60-years of
age and the rest have 6 diseases that are eligible for the registration of the vaccine.





The total number of inoculations in Thailand has been at 1.81 million as of yesterday.
 Yesterday alone more than 66,174 doses were administered.
 22,774 doses were for the 1st dose.
 43,400 for the 2nd dose.



It appears that Thailand has lost out to Singapore following BioNTech’s announcement
yesterday that it will open a new regional headquarter for Southeast Asia in Singapore.
 The German biotechnology firm also announced that it will build a manufacturing
facility in the island state to produce its messenger RNA (mRNA)-based vaccines.
 The new site is expected to produce hundreds of million doses of mRNA-based
vaccines each year, depending on the specific vaccine. The facility could be
operational as early as 2023, BioNTech, which co-developed a vaccine or Covid19 with U.S. pharmaceutical Pfizer.

Economic News


Thailand’s industries sentiment in April hit its lowest in 8 months after its biggest
coronavirus outbreak struck, says the Federation of Thai Industries (FTI), calling on the
government to borrow another 2 trillion baht to support the economy as its current 1
trillion baht borrowing plan is running out, citing the severity of the 3 rd wave of the
outbreak compared to the 1st and 2nd wave.
 FTI’s Supant Mongkolsuthree has come out to say that the FTI expects the Thai
economy to see its worst in the 2nd quarter of this year as the 3rd wave of the
Covid has caused economic activities to come to a standstill. His statement
contradicts the FTI’s earlier forecast that an economic recovery will start in June
this year.
 He said additional relief measures in the 3rd and 4th quarters are needed if the 3rd
wave of the outbreak cannot be control quickly.
 The FTI reported Thai industries sentiment index dropped to 84.3 last month from
87.3 in March.
 The index for the next 3 months also fell, suggesting the outbreak is likely to drag
on longer amid the slow rollout of vaccines, the FTI chairman said during the
briefing.
 “Overall sentiment tumbled as the outbreak has been very severe with no
signs of subsiding,” Supant said.
 According to an FTI survey, 6,174 private firms including around 1 million
employees said they want the vaccine distribution provided by the private sector
in addition to the government’s plan, to inoculate factory workers starting in
June.

 The Joint Standing Committee on Commerce, Industry and Banking will hold a
meeting on May 19 to find a conclusion on the vaccines rollout for the
manufacturing sector, said Supant.



Former energy minister Sontirat Sontijirawong has come out to suggest the government
to adopt U.S. President Joe Biden’s economic relief plan to help small businesses manage
through the pandemic.
 On his Facebook post, Sontirat posted ideas that could help Thai restaurant
operators. Sonthirat suggested the government take after Biden’s relief measures
for restaurant operators in a bid to revive the U.S. economy.
 The ex-energy minister pointed to Biden’s restaurant revitalisation fund to aid
restaurants, bars, food trucks and other food businesses which he saw a loss of 2.3
million jobs.
 Under the Restaurant Revitalization Fund, restaurant owners can apply for grants
through the U.S. government websites.



Finance Minister Arkhom Termpittayapaisith is expected to submit a proposal to have
Thai Airways International (THAI) reinstated as a state-owned enterprise under the
category 3 for a cabinet consideration today, according to a source with the Ministry who
cited this proposal as an important condition agreed upon by THAI’s creditors.
 Fears already rose that the airline’s creditors which are financial institutions may
not support loans of 25 billion baht for THAI if the cabinet fails to approve
THAI’s reinstatement and this will lead THAI to face bankruptcy.
 Creditors and their official receiver will hold an online meeting to consider
THAI’s rehab plan tomorrow.
 Government Savings Bank president Vitai Ratanakorn has come out to say that
the bank is ready to approve THAI’s rehab plan. He added that the airline has a
plan to inject funds of 25 billion baht each to shareholders and creditors.



Those who registered in the “Rao Chana” scheme and “Section 33 Rao Rak Kan” scheme
will have to see if the cabinet will approve the Finance Ministry’s proposals to expand
funding in the schemes to 1,000 baht per week for 2 weeks at a cabinet meeting today.
 Once approved, the ministry will transfer the 2000-baht Rao Chana money in 2
batches on May 20 and 27 via the the Pao Tang app.
 An an additional 1,000 baht each week for 2 weeks under the Mor 33 Rao Rak
Kan scheme will be on May 24 and 31, 2021.



The Ministry of Finance expects the government’s revenue collection to miss the
collection target of 2.67 trillion baht as the 3 rd wave of the outbreak has brought the
economy to a standstill.

 The ministry expects the government revenue collection for the fiscal year 2021
to fall by more than 240 billion baht.
 Finance Minister Arkhom Termpittayapaisith is said to instruct all agencies under
the Finance Ministry to improve the efficiency of revenue collection and report
back to him in May.


SET-listed Sri Trang Gloves (Thailand) Plc (STGT), a manufacturer and distributor of
natural latex powdered and nitrile gloves, successfully listed its shares on Singapore
Exchange (SGX) on Monday with the trading symbol "STG".
 The company expects its shares to be available for trading on SGX from Friday
onwards or after the blackout period as shareholders who transfer some of their
shares to SGX are subject to a blackout period of 30 days before and one day after
the announcement of the quarterly financial statements.
 STGT listed its shares on the main board of SGX on Monday with no new shares
issued or offered. The shares that were transferred from the Stock Exchange of
Thailand (SET) to SGX are from portions held by major shareholders from the
Sincharoenkul family.



Ngern Tid Lor’s initial public offering (IPO) garnered strong investor demand on its 1st
day of trading under TIDLOR in the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) yesterday.
 TIDLOR’s share price rallied to close up 25.34 per cent above its initial public
offering (IPO) price of 36.50 baht on the 1st day, after hitting 55.50 baht before
closing at 45.75 baht.
 Tidlor ended the day with total trading worth 33.22 billion with a trading
volume of 677.83 million shares.



Shares of Thai Union Group Plc (TU), rose more than 10 per cent yesterday after the
company reported a net profit increase of more than 76 per cent year-on-year.
 TU’s 1.8 billion baht in net profit was partially due to the ‘paper gain’ from
foreign exchange and other 1-time events that helped the company boost its
bottom line.
 All this helped the company rise 10.53 per cent yesterday to end at 16.80
baht a share.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Political News


The drug trafficking case against the convicted drug smuggler Deputy Agriculture
Minister, Capt. Thamanat Prompow which sees the Constitutional Court’s ruling in his
favour may land Prime Minister Gen Prayut Chan-o-cha, his deputy Gen Prawit
Wongsuwan and the Phalang Pracharat Party in trouble as the House committee on
corruption suppression and prevention is ready to pounce on them.
 Pol Gen Sereepisuth Temeeyaves, Seri Ruam Thai leader and chairman of the
House committee on corruption suppression and prevention, said he plans to file a
petition with the National Anti-Corruption Commission (NACC) to take action
against Prime Minister Gen Prayut and Capt Thamanat after the Constitutional
Court gave a ruling that allowed Capt Thamanat to keep his MP and ministerial
seat despite his prior drug trafficking conviction in Australia in 1993.
 Sereepisuth said he needs to ask the NACC secretary-general to examine
Thamanat’s ethical conduct and whether the matter should be submitted to the
Supreme Court’s Criminal Division for Political Office-Holders for further
consideration.

 Sereepisuth said Gen Prayut could have violated Section 157 of the Criminal
Code for dereliction of duty as he gave the greenlight to Thamanat to hold a
cabinet post despite his conviction. Sereepisuth went on to accuse Gen Prayut of
trying to conceal Thamanat’s past conviction which is considered dereliction of
duty.

 He said his House committee is looking to take legal action against Thamanat in
another drug-trafficking case that took place in 1993 in which the 30-year statute
of limitations has yet to expire.

 Sereepisuth also threatened to seek the dissolution of the Phalang Pracharat Party
(PPRP) if his House committee

found Deputy Prime Minister Gen Prawit

Wongsuwan, as the Phalang Pracharat Party leader has violated the standard of
ethics for accepting Thamanat who was involved in a drug case under its
membership.



Convicted drug smuggler Deputy Agriculture Minister Thamanat Prompow has reversed
his decision that he would file a defamation charge against Move Forward Party
secretary-general Chaitawat Tulathon over the latter’s Facebook post with a caption
“bandit saves bandit” that described a photo of Prime Minister Gen Prayut Chan-o-cha
taken with Capt Thamanat.
 According to his original plan, Capt Thamanat has assigned his lawyer to file a
complaint with Nang Loeng police station at 11.00 hrs today against Chaitawat.
However, a media report said the overseas convicted minister decided to scrap his
plan.



The Kla (Bold) Party yesterday called for the government to scrap Thai citizens’ rights to
receive free treatments for Covid-19 when they refused to be vaccinated.
 In his Facebook comment on the management of the government’s vaccine
distribution plan and ways to fight the outbreak, Kla Party deputy leader
Worawoot Ounjai wrote, “Once ready to administer Covid-19 vaccines, the
government should announce that those who refused to be vaccinated will lose
their rights to free Covid-19 treatment. The government should also pay 20,000
baht for those who suffer side-effects from Covid-19 vaccines and a 1-millionbaht compensation for deaths linked to the vaccine.



Meanwhile, Pheu Pandin Party leader Pramuan Aimpia issued a statement demanding the
Centre for Covid-19 Situation Administration (CCSA) to explain side effects from
AstraZeneca and Sinovac vaccines, citing that reports of adverse reactions from the 2
vaccines have caused an alarm among the general public.

 Pramuan wants the government to allow people to choose Covid-19 vaccine
options and stop granting itself a monopoly on vaccine production.


Today, the Criminal Court is set to conduct a hearing into bail requests for detained
Ratsadon protest co-leader Parit “Penguin” Chiwarak, Panupong “Mike Rayong” Jadnok
and Chai-amorn “Ammy the Bottom Blues” Kaewwiboonpan.
 Prior to the court’s hearing, anti-government protesters led the People Go
Network and allies held a rally and seminar at Pathumwan intersection yesterday
as a tribute to the detained pro-democracy activists and called for their releases.
 The political demonstration went peacefully before protesters dispersed at 19.30
hrs.



Meanwhile, another group of protesters comprising current and former Thammasat
University students gathered in front of the Faculty of Political the detained student
activists.
 The group carried out a symbolic rally by standing against the detention of
student activists for 1.12 hours and turning the torch lights of their smart phones

on to shine light on the Thai justice system. Protesters also tied white ribbons
around their ankle in protest against the release of political activists but are still
required to wear ankle bracelets for tracking purposes.
 Another report said the Facebook group “Let’s Move Countries” created on May
1 and changed name to “Let’s move your bum” has now garnered 1,000,674
followers.

Political News Headlines in Thai Media


The government of Prayut Chan-ocha has finally prioritized vaccinations as a means to
stop the pandemic but major hurdles remain to inoculate the population including
production concerns and vaccination capacity, a source told Thai Enquirer on Tuesday.
o Linkvaccine-drive/



Thailand found its first case of a coronavirus variant that is spreading in India and
neighbouring countries, the government said on Monday.
o Linkthailand/



https://www.thaienquirer.com/27340/major-hurdles-remain-for-thailands-

https://www.thaienquirer.com/27313/india-variant-of-covid-19-found-in-

Popular Thai actress Ploy Cherman was facing heavy online criticism Monday after
reports that the star contracted Covid-19 from beach trips during the past two weeks.
o Linkhttps://www.thaienquirer.com/27329/ploy-chermarn-under-fire-after-catchingcovid-while- island-hopping/



The Appeal Court on Monday granted bail to Hathairat Kaewseekram, one of two Restart
Democracy (Redem) group leaders arrested after a protest outside the Criminal Court on
the night of May 2.
o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2113311/redem-protest-leaderhathairat-gets-bail



The opposition will push the government to cut down on non-essential budget spending,
such as weapons purchases, and divert the savings to fund the fight against Covid-19,
according to the main opposition Pheu Thai Party.
o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2113463/pheu-thai-urges-nonpriority-budget-cut



The Bangkok Mass Transit Authority is strictly enforcing social distancing on buses to
contain the spread of Covid-19, requiring passengers to sit or stand on designated seats
and spots, BMTA managing director Surachai Iamwachirasakul said.
o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2113251/bmta-enforcingsocial-distancing-on-buses

Economic News Headlines in Thai Media


Shares of Thai Union Group (TU), one of the world’s largest seafood producers, bounced
sharply by 7.24 per cent to 16.30 baht Monday afternoon after it reported 77-per-cent net
profit growth in the first quarter.
o Linkhttps://www.thaienquirer.com/27325/seafood-giant-thai-union-jumps-afterposting-net-profit-growth/



Thailand’s industrial sentiment index in April fell to an eight-month low at 84.3 points
from 87.3 points in March, the Federation of Thai Industries (FTI) reported Monday.
o Linkhttps://www.thaienquirer.com/27316/industrial-sentiment-falls-on-persistentcovid-19-concerns/



Thailand on Monday widened its travel ban to international arrivals from Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Nepal in a bid to prevent the Indian variant of Covid-19 from entering
the country.
o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/in-focus/40000731



The Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (IEAT) will work with various government
agencies to help with the mass Covid-19 vaccine rollout, Industry Minister Suriya
Jungrungreangkit said on Monday.
o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/in-focus/40000727



The Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) Index closed at 1,588.15 on Monday, up 3.12
points or 0.20 per cent. Total transactions amounted to THB111.86 billion with an index
high of 1,596.80 and a low of 1,576.79.
o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/business/40000732



Thailand and the European Union (EU) have signed a new tariff rate quota deal, under
which a predetermined number of the kingdom's goods can be exported to the bloc at preBrexit tax rates.
o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2113387/thailand-inks-prebrexit-export-quota-deal-with-eu



The Thai Chamber of Commerce (TCC) on Monday talked with the Bank of Thailand on
the possibility to allow small and medium-sized enterprises to place purchase orders or
invoices as loan collateral, a move that will enable SMEs to gain easier access to funds
that will help alleviate their tight liquidity.
o Linksmes-woes



https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2113567/tcc-central-bank-discuss-

The value of investment projects submitted under the Board of Investment (BoI) tax
incentive programmes skyrocketed by 80% year-on-year to 123.36 billion baht in the first
quarter, driven mainly by the pandemic and subsequent measures to curb the spread of
the virus, including a work-from-home guideline.
o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2113719/value-of-boi-tax-perksubmissions-jumps-80-



Thailand should try its best to curb a fourth wave of Covid-19 infections, especially
preventing the spread of the Indian variant which might enter the country via the
Myanmar border. Otherwise, additional borrowing to fight the new outbreak and
rehabilitate the economy will be inevitable, warned Kobsak Pootrakool, former minister
to the Prime Minister's Office.
o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2113499/kobsak-urges-govt-to-curb-a4th-wave



An increase in foreign ownership quotas for condominiums from 49% to 70-80% should
be allowed in specific locations and capped at units priced higher than 5 million baht to
reserve supply priced lower than five million baht for Thais.

o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2113503/agency-seeks-hike-inforeign-condo-quota


The Commerce Ministry yesterday launched a fresh mobile grocery store campaign to
help reduce the cost of living for people in Greater Bangkok.
o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2113531/new-grocery-store-schemeto-help-reduce-cost-of-living



BCPG Plc, the renewable energy arm of Bangchak Corporation Plc, has announced an
investment in Thai startup Energy Response Co (Enres), a developer of smart energy
software, in a move to equip its energy businesses with advanced technologies.
o Linkinvestment



https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2113535/bcpg-banking-on-enres-

TMB-Thanachart Bank (ttb) will focus on providing financial assistance to its existing
customers rather than business growth this year as the integration of two banking entities
of TMB Bank and Thanachartbank is scheduled to be completed in July.
o Linkhttps://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2113575/merged-entity-will-supportclient-base

Issues to be watched out for
 March 31-June 30, 2021 – The deadline extension to file personal income taxes for the
2020 tax year.
 May, 2021 – The 66th Bangkok Gems & Jewelry Fair (BGJF) Virtual Trade Fair is set to
be held.
 May, 2021 – The new parliament house will be officially inaugurated.
 May 12, 2021 – Thai Airways International Plc (THAI) is expected to hold a creditors
meeting to inspect and vote for the rehab plan.
 May 13, 2021 – The public prosecutor set a new hearing of 13 people involved in the
protest in front of the German Embassy in Bangkok on 26 October 2020. The hearing has
been postponed as the prosecutor said it had yet to finish the paperwork needed to file the
case against the protesters.

 May 15, 2021 – Nok Airlines Plc was granted the extension of the submission period of
the rehabilitation plan, from original schedule on April 15, which is the last extension of
time as permitted by law.
 May 22, 2021 – the parliament convenes for an extraordinary parliamentary meeting.
 May 27-28, 2021 – the parliament is to deliberate a budget bill for the 2022 fiscal year.

 May-July – The House’s ad hoc committee is scheduled to vet the 2022 budget
appropriation bill.
 June, 2021 – Siam Bioscience to start mass production plan of Covid-19 vaccines.
 June, 2021 – Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives (BAAC)’s debt holiday
is due to expire.
 June, 2021 – Thai Airways expects the bankruptcy court to hold hearings to consider and
approve the plan and also appoint an administrator.
 July, 2021 – TMB-Thanachart Bank (TMB-TBank) expects to complete the integration of
the 2 financial entities.
 July 1, 2021 – Vaccinated tourists can visit Phuket without undergoing mandatory
quarantine.
 July 27, 2021 – The Criminal Court for Corruption and Misconduct Cases scheduled for a
hearing in a lawsuit filed by BTS Group Holdings against the governor of the Mass Rapid
Transit Authority of Thailand (MRTA) for illegally amending the bidding terms and
cancelling bidding for the construction of the western extension of the Orange Line.
 September 1, 2021 – The government will collect value-added tax from Netflix, Youtube,
Google, Facebook as well as other e-commerce services.
 October, 2021 – Bangkok governor election is set to be held.
 October 1, 2021 – The quarantine measure will be lifted in Krabi, Phang Nga, Pattaya and
Chiang Mai.
Key Data
SET Index

1,588.15

+3.12



Link - https://www.set.or.th/en/company/ipo/upcoming_ipo_set.html

Global Commodities
 Metal -Link http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/commodities/futures/metals/
 Energy -Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/energy/
 Baltic Dry Index (BDI)-Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BDIY:IND
Global Equity Market’s Movements
 Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/stocks/world- indexes/asia-pacific/
Asian Equity Markets Movement
 Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/stocks/world- indexes/

Information on May 10, 2021
Buying, Selling or Transfer of shares by Owners/Management
Stock Code

Volume

Value

Action

DCC

500,000,000

3.12

Acceptance
Transfer

of

DCC

500,000,000

3.12

Acceptance
Transfer

of

PROS
PTTEP
SK
SUSCO
TSC
TSC
THG
THG
TISCO
TISCO

50,000
10,000
800,000
100,000
356,900
291,000
3,500,000
850,000
400
500

3.6
120
1.46
3.16
10.71
10.7
23
23
86.04
89.25

Sale
Sale
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Sale
Sale
Purchase
Purchase

XD, XE or XM or other notifications
For list of Companies that have dividend payment and AGM meeting schedules click on
http://www.set.or.th/set/calendarofevents.do

Trading Breakdown on the Stock Exchange of Thailand

Daily as of 10 May 2021
Unit: M.Baht
Investor Type
Local Institutions
Proprietary
Trading
Foreign Investors
Local Individuals

Buy
Value
5,109.50

%
4.57

Sell
Value
6,978.57

%
6.24

Net
Value
-1,869.06

%
-

9,075.90

8.11

8,117.33

7.26

958.57

-

36,583.64
61,095.81

32.7
54.62

39,816.18
56,952.77

35.59
50.91

-3,232.54
4,143.04

-

%

Net
Value

%

Monthly Cumulative between 1 - 10 May 2021
Unit: M.Baht
Investor Type
Local Institutions
Proprietary
Trading
Foreign Investors
Local Individuals

Buy
Value

%

Sell
Value

22,040.80
38,075.02

5.2
8.98

24,907.61
39,513.56

5.87
9.32

-2,866.81
-1,438.54

-

151,683.57
212,373.41

35.76
50.07

160,931.58
198,820.05

37.94
46.87

-9,248.01
13,553.36

-

Yearly Cumulative since 1 Jan - 10 May 2021
Unit: M.Baht
Investor Type
Local Institutions
Proprietary
Trading
Foreign Investors
Local Individuals

Buy
Value
568,237.64
806,276.48

%
7.37
10.45

2,710,094.92 35.13
3,629,587.63 47.05

Total Trading Value 111,864.85 Million Baht
Background Information –

Sell
Value
608,103.04
804,235.94

%
7.88
10.43

Net
Value
-39,865.40
2,040.53

%
-

2,752,371.46 35.68
3,549,486.22 46.01

-42,276.55
80,101.41

-

The strength of each party in the Thai Parliament as of May 8, 2019 as per the report by the
Election Commission of Thailand. Elections took place on March 24, 2019


https://www.ect.go.th/ect_th/news_all.php?cid=24



List of MPs - https://www.ect.go.th/ect_th/download/article/article_20190508184334.pdf
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